
Continued 3D Navigation
Solutions for various
battlefield environments 

Compact Light Tactical Grade
Navigation System

Field-proven RLG IMU Applied

EGIS-N1000K

Integrated GNSS/INS System

(Embedded GNSS/INS System)

Overview
     Real-time information for various weapon systems - accurate 
location speed attitude etc

     Selective tactical grade  IMU for applications
     Updated multi-sensor integrated technology applied adopting 
modularied system architectures for various customer needs

      EGIS algorithm application with proven various weapon system 
applications

Applications
      Military Aircraft UA
     Tan Armored ehicle Military ehicle
     Unmanned ehicle Autonomous Robot ehicle
     GIS Information Land Survey ehicle etc



Specifications

Features
   Continued 3D navigation information provided even in GNSS radio 
shadow areas(tunnels concrete ungles)

   Inertial Sensor GNSS MS based Etended  Kalman Filter technology
applied

   Automatic switchover to optimum navigation mode depending on o
peration environment (GNSS/INS/MS/UT)

   Store  start sorting function applied to minimie initial start-up time
   Optional for DGS  RTK
   ostprocessing solution provided for improving location accuracy of
real-time traectory

   System set-up function for various operational environments
    Military environmental standards satisfaction credibility providing high
credibility in inadeuate battle field environments

   Ecellent price competitiveness with similar performing euipment 
from overseas

1) Selective options for reuired Accuracy spec
) elow 1m for DGS lin elow scores of cm for ost-processing
3) Navigation accuracy condition for INSMS lin
) Standard Specs GS L1 additional freuency optional
) Optional Specs MIL-STD-13 CAN-us
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